Lee Case Prep Tools

**Lee Case Trimmer:**
After firing a few times, a case will stretch, and must be trimmed. One Lee case trimmer cutter and lock stud will fit any caliber. One Lee case trimmer pilot and shell holder is needed for each caliber, sold separately. Easy to use, and attractively priced.

- **#Lee-Trim-Cut**
  - cutter & lock stud, required
  - only $4.99

**Lee Case Length Gauge with Shell Holder:**
Order your case length gauge with shell holder for each caliber.

- **#Lee-Trim-30-30-W** case trimmer pilot & holder, .30-30 Win
  - only $4.69
- **#Lee-Trim-30-40-Krag** case trimmer pilot & holder, .30-40 Krag
  - only $4.69
- **#Lee-Trim-32-20** case trimmer pilot & holder, .32-20 Win
  - only $4.69
- **#Lee-Trim-32-SW-L** case trimmer pilot & holder, .32 S&W Long
  - only $4.69
- **#Lee-Trim-357-Mag** case trimmer pilot & holder, .357 Magnum
  - only $4.69
- **#Lee-Trim-38-Spec** case trimmer pilot & holder, .38 Special
  - only $4.69
- **#Lee-Trim-38-SW** case trimmer pilot & holder, .38 S&W
  - only $4.69
- **#Lee-Trim-38-55** case trimmer pilot & holder, .38-55 Win
  - only $4.69
- **#Lee-Trim-44-Mag** case trimmer pilot & holder, .44 Magnum
  - only $4.69
- **#Lee-Trim-44-Spec** case trimmer pilot & holder, .44 Special
  - only $4.69
- **#Lee-Trim-44-40** case trimmer pilot & holder, .44-40 WCF
  - only $4.69
- **#Lee-Trim-44-70** case trimmer pilot & holder, .44-70 Gov't
  - only $4.69
- **#Lee-Trim-45-70-LC** case trimmer pilot & holder, .45 Long Colt
  - only $4.69

**Lee Chamfer Tool:**
Must be used after case trimming. Unique design cuts fast without chatter. One turn always does the job. Chamfers and de burrs inside and outside of case necks. Can also be used to remove the crimp from chatter. One turn often does the job. Chamfers and de burrs inside.

- **#Lee-Chamfer**
  - only $3.19

**Lee Decapper and base:**
Easily removes crimped in primers from .30 caliber cases.

- **#Lee-Decap-30**
  - Decapper and Base, .30 caliber
  - only $5.99

**Lee Primer Pocket Cleaner:**
Double ended design cleans both large and small primer pockets. Primer can be fully seated for better accuracy and safety. No reloader can afford to be without one.

- **#Lee-PPC**
  - Primer Pocket Cleaner
  - only $2.59

**Lee Resizing Lubricant:**
Industrial grade deep draw lube. Protects dies and cases, will not degrade gunpowder. Thin it with water. Very little is needed.

- **#Lee-Resize**
  - Lee re sizing Lube, 2 oz. tube
  - only $2.39
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**Lee Shell Holders:**
Lee shell holders fit all loading presses: Lee, Lyman, RCBS, others. We offer these from stock, others on request. Shell holder numbers do not designate the same calibers as Lyman or RCBS numbers.

- **#Lee-Shell-01** .38 Colt, Special, S&W, .357 Magnum
  - only $3.39
- **#Lee-Shell-02** .30-06 Springfield, .308 Winchester
  - only $3.39
- **#Lee-Shell-03** .32-20, .38-55 Winchester
  - only $3.39
- **#Lee-Shell-04** .32 Short or Long Colt, S&W, S&W Long
  - only $3.39
- **#Lee-Shell-05** .30-40 Krag, .303 British, .40-70 Sharps
  - only $3.39
- **#Lee-Shell-06** .32-20, .38-55 Winchester
  - only $3.39
- **#Lee-Shell-08** .45-70 Gov't, .40-65 WCF, .38-56 WCF
  - only $3.39
- **#Lee-Shell-11** .44 Russian, .45 Colt, .45 Schofield
  - only $3.39
- **#Lee-Shell-14** .38-40 WCF, .44-40 WCF
  - only $3.39
- **#Lee-Shell-17** .43 Spanish, .44-77 (correct .090” rim)
  - only $3.39
- **#Lee-Shell-18** .43 Mauser
  - only $3.39
- **#Lee-Shell-19** 9mm Luger, .38 Super, .38 ACP, .40 S&W
  - only $3.39

**Lee Die Body for Track's Neck Expander and Powder Compression die stems:**
This standard 7/8-14 die body is bored to accept our .38 to .45 caliber neck expander stems and compression die stems, below.

- **#Die-45-Exp** die body only $13.99

**Track's Black Powder Compression Die stem:**
Seat your card, and compress black powder, to finger seat your cast bullet at exact desired cartridge length. Stem is slightly under size. A factory die will expand the nose of a cast bullet, if the bullet is forced to compress black powder. Use .40 caliber for the .44-40 WCF case.

- **#Die-45-Compress** black powder compression die stem
  - only $2.99

**Track's Black Powder Neck Expander Die stem:**
Expand case neck to the exact diameter of your cast bullet, to finger seat it. Not for .44-40 WCF. Select .38, .40, .43, .44, or .45 caliber.

- **#Die-(dia)-Exp**
  - exact size neck expander die stem
  - only $2.99

**CerroSafe® Bismuth Chamber Casting Alloy:**
CerroSafe® is a special alloy of Bismuth, Tin, Lead, and other metals, that shrinks slightly during the first 30 minutes, to allow easy removal, then expands to exact original size in one hour. We recommend CerroSafe® for making a chamber cast. CerroSafe® melts easily between 158° to 190° F, the temperature of hot water. Melt it in a clean iron ladle. Remove heat as soon as it is completely melted and ready to pour. Clean and degrease your chamber. Remove the casting as soon as the metal cools to room temperature. Sold in 1/2 pound ingots, infinitely reusable, it never wears out. Cast it into holes for missing screws, to learn thread size. Use it to grip small fragile parts while machining them. Case head separation? Use CerroSafe® to grasp and remove it.

- **#CerroSafe**
  - 1/2 pound ingot
  - $16.59
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